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PAS Adults

The examples mentioned here is taken from
newspapers or other trusted publications.

A child growing up alienated is still at risk as an
adult. The deaths of PAS adults are not always
suicide but includes other causes attributed to
PA.

PAS Children

Very few people knows about these facts of a
celebrity family:

Parental Alienation kills

Dana Baker was only 15
years old. She was in
foster care with contact
less than the “abuse level”
between her and her
parents.

Elaine had a daughter who was named Paula.
Elaine decided to alienate Paula from her father,
Jess.

Paula became an example of PA effects and
outcomes. She married Bob, had children,
separated and then she decided to alienate their
rd
daughter Peaches from him. Bob won in court
On 3 March 2011 Dana
was found hanging from a and Peaches was placed in his care. It is alleged
that Bob then alienated Peaches from Paula.
tree. At 5.06pm, minutes
before the act, Dana,
The end result: Alienated
called the social worker
Paula became an adulterer,
saying: "I just wanted to tell you that all I
bearing an illegitimate
wanted was my family and you have taken that
child, and substance
away from me. So I am calling to say goodbye.
abuser.
So goodbye."
Paula again became an
Maria Kislo was
alienating parent and
only 12 years old.
subsequent “murderer by
She was alienated
suicide” admitting in a police report that
from her father for
Michael, the father of her illegitimate child
several years. On
called Tiger, “couldn't stand a minute more
the day of her
without his baby."
father's death, her
Paula died of a
mother openly
heroin overdose on
expressed her
17 September 2000.
happiness about the death, in front of Maria.
Peaches, initially
When Maria was found hanging, a note at her
feet read “Dear Mom. Please don’t be sad. I just alienated from Bob,
then alienated from
miss Daddy so much, I want to see him again.”
Paula, died on 7th
(This story was pulled out of proportion by the
April 2014 of a heroin overdose.
tabloids and people promoting alienation).
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